
 

Sublette County WPLI Advisory Committee 
Meeting Summary 

April 13, 2018 
Pinedale, WY 

 

  Draft for Review    Approved 

Committee Members Present: 
Monte Skinner, Non‐Motorized Recreation 
Dan Smitherman, Conservation 
Mike Henn, Conservation District 
Coke Landers, Agriculture/Ranching 
Dave Bell, General Public 
Mike Smith, Energy 
Mike Crosson, Sportsmen 
 
Present via Zoom Call: Bill Lanning, Motorized 
Recreation  
  

Others Present: 
Joy Ufford, Sublette Examiner 
Jocelyn Moore, Trout Unlimited 
Elaine Crumpley, public 
Mary Jones, public 
Got McFederidge, public 
Tom Curry, public 
Steve Smutko, UW Ruckelshaus Institute 
Nicole Gautier, UW Ruckelshaus Institute 
 
 

Agenda 
 
 

Handouts: 
1. Agenda 

 

Actions Taken:  
1. Bill Lanning will draft the language he would like to see concerning snow mobile use 
2. The management prescriptions for Lake Mountain WSA require attention and edits, and a draft 

approved by the committee was needed by April 18. 
 

Old Business 
 
9:06 AM Dan Smitherman convenes the meeting, acting as chair. 
 
Public Comment  
 
Got McFederidge[name may need correction], Sandy Enterprises. Sandy Enterprises holds the Lake 
Mountain grazing permit. McFederidge asked where the committee was headed with their recommendation 
for Lake Mountain WSA. Dan Smitherman responded that the current proposal has the existing Rock Creek 
ACEC protected, with the rest released to the BLM with some stipulations for motorized, and the south end 
completely released. McFederidge asked if their permit for Lake Mountain and Rock Creek would be 
affected. Smitherman responded there was nothing on the table that would affect grazing right now.  
McFederidge commented that there is a lot of fenced riparian that has not been maintained. Smitherman 
said the committee is doing everything we can to keep ag the same. 
 
Tom Curry. Curry commented on the proposed boundaries for Scab Creek WSA. He said the location of 
cheatgrass is not the best determining factor for making boundary decisions, as cheatgrass is “just gonna 
go”. He suggested keeping Scab adjacent to USFS land, and recommended no new roads, and no 
disturbance. Curry said don’t lease the WSA for minerals. 
 



Jocelyn Moore. Moore asked about the trail map for snow and off road vehicles, and requested help 
understanding the proposed boundaries. 
 
Smitherman responded regarding roads, the committee has generally said whatever is existing and open 
according to the USFS Travel Management would stay, but new roads are prohibited. The travel 
management is left up to the BLM and USFS. 
Bill Lanning commented that Shoal Creek had no designated snowmobile trails, but the ’84 Act did allow 
snow machining to occur.  He said an initial proposal was for the 5000 acres of Wilderness initially, that his 
constituency would support is contingent on getting some existing trails opened around the periphery. For 
example up to Fisherman, and Bob Riling draw, and another trail across the lower edge Rock Creek to Jack 
Creek.   
Mike Crosson asked about the ranch that goes through the WSA. Lanning said the ranch is along the 
southern boundary. Lanning said Cindy Stein was the contact for that ranch, and the road is open for public 
use. 
 
Joy Ufford commented that the Boulder Travel Management Plan is out for comment. She said there are 
three alternatives, from most restrictive to least restrictive. She suggested taking a look at those, as they 
might affect what the committee is looking at. She said on another note, Coke Landers asked her to talk to 
Kevin, and the [emailed] maps didn’t come through. Kevin said Mill Creek is too low to be a defining point 
because it doesn’t start up in mountains, it’s just that draw. He’d have to see maps before he could speak 
for the Hoback Grazing Assoc.  
Henn said as far as addressing roads around the WSA, the northern end is landlocked. He doesn’t think 
leaving some of roads open for ranchers will affect us right now. There are no public access points really 
outside of that really, according to his quick scan of maps.  
 
Public comment ends. 
 
Lanning said for clarification, he wanted to reiterate Mary Jones and Jocelyn Moore’s comments, that these 
lands belong to the American public. He said when the committee starts talking about making more 
wilderness in Shoal, it reduces competition from nonresident hunters, but those nonresident hunters are co-
owners of land with the rest of us. Mary Jones made the statement that any gains in designated wilderness 
are gains to the wilderness system. Lanning said he believes Smitherman’s constituency is okay with 
everything staying as a WSA if they can’t get wilderness. Lanning said the NCA offers basically the same level 
of protection. Smitherman said he would not back off Wilderness in Scab. His guidance from his 
constituency is black and white on that. He said his BATNA is leaving it like it is. Lanning said the NCA 
provides protection, so that’s his confusion. 
 
The committee reviewed management stipulations in the most recent Bell/Lanning proposal. 
Smitherman said if Scab is closed to mechanized and chainsaws, the committee might as well make it 
wilderness. He said he thought the NCA designation was to allow maintenance for cheatgrass, and the 
committee was down to aerial spraying as the only thing blocking wilderness designation. Lanning said he 
thought there was language to allow chainsaws. Dave Bell commented there must have been a typo or 
oversight in the drafted stipulations. Lanning clarified with Bell that the intent was to allow chainsaw use to 
continue on those trails. Smitherman asked if that applies to game carts and mountain bikes. Lanning 
replied that chainsaws are allowed, but all other motorized/mechanized use is prohibited.  
 



Smitherman spoke to the western boundary line, and moving it the minimum amount to accomplish the 
goal of allowing Weed and Pest to get cheatgrass. He referred to a map [Smitherman made that morning?] 
that evened up the boundary. Offer 15 hundred acres for the NCA, 5800 acres of wilderness. 
Smutko asked Smitherman if any boundary drawn on Shoal is dependent on the boundary drawn in Scab, or 
if they could be evaluated independently. Smitherman said it was dependent on the proposal for all three 
areas, there is a juggling act there and they are hard to look at independently. 
 
Mike Smith commented that committee is stuck in a sematic box. He said there is an element of the team 
that can’t have Wilderness, and one that insists on Wilderness. He said the committee is at risk of losing 
sight of the impact on the land. At some point, the majority has a deal, and those in middle decide which 
way the committee wants to go. Smith asked if the committee would forwards a recommendation with one 
five, or two fives, or would decide not to forward a recommendation because of a single five. Crosson said if 
the committee doesn’t reach consensus, some suffer more for it. He is concerned that sportsmen’s groups 
might end up being a loser. He said if the committee doesn’t send a clear message, it is more likely Congress 
will take liberties with the recommendation. Crosson is concerned about moving a proposal forward that 
contains any ‘five’ votes.  
 
Shoal Creek Boundary Discussion  
Smutko suggested starting where the committee left off yesterday, with the boundary line coming up to Mill 
Creek. Smutko said yesterday Landers asked if the committee could move the boundary up off Jack Creek, 
and suggested that be the starting point for discussion. 
A topo map of Shoal Creek was projected. Henn printed out maps with the proposed boundary. Henn 
remarked the proposed boundary is pretty much already to Mill Creek. 
Smitherman mocked up a map the evening of 04.12.18, and shared it with Coke Landers.  
Smutko asked if the committee wanted to draw that line right on the creek. Smitherman said there is 26 
hundred acres less than original proposal. 
Coke Landers said that is playing two permitees against each other. Roberts would like to see the boundary 
further up Jack Creek. Kevin doesn’t want to see it all way down to Mill. Landers said that was a point of 
clarification with Kevin.  
Joy Ufford commented that her understanding was that Kevin thought the line was too far west and south, 
but wasn’t sure why. He was talking about how he didn’t think it was a good dividing line. 
Landers said it looks like Sulfur Spring comes all the way down. 
Ufford shared that in her conversation with Kevin, Kevin said Mill Creek doesn’t start high enough to be the 
wilderness boundary. Ufford added as public comment, that those who have been in the area a long time 
have a perception things being promised, then taken away.  
Crosson asked Steve Robertson? Landers replied Robertson and Kevin. Crosson asked how many cattle 
Robertson runs. Landers said 80 or so. 
Smitherman commented that most of the Hoback Grazing is over on the right side of  the draw 
 
Joy Ufford placed a call to Kevin -. Landers spoke to Kevin in order to understand his boundary concerns.  
Kevin willing to go with that however that goes…visit with other ranchers with a map 
Smitherman said [the Robertsons] want to adjust north and south, get off Jack Creek basis tail. Landers said 
they didn’t have opposition to a little bit of wilderness 
Kevin - said he is not for anymore wilderness, if [the other permitees] can live with it, he can because he 
doesn’t ride cattle there. He said if it works for them, he’s okay with it. Landers thanked Kevin for taking the 
time to talk, and said he would follow up with him.  
 
Smutko asked if that boundary line goes down to the creek. 



Henn commented the boundary is basically what Smitherman drew…once you get to Jack  
Creek, 100 ft. off trail, an eighth of a mile or less.  
Lanning said in the [Bell-Lanning] proposal they talk about 200 feet off the trail. Smitherman said if the 
committee took what was on table last time, up to Elbow Draw following the topo line, then there was no 
real increase in wilderness from the last meeting. Lanning said that was adding roughly 100 acres. 
Smitherman disagreed. 
The map from the first Lanning proposal was requested. Henn said the map in the first Lanning proposal is 
essentially what he made copies of. Smitherman said there were no additional gains from last time. 
Smutko asked Smitherman if he needs additional gains if the committee were to release a portion of Scab 
Creek. Lanning asked how moving the boundary from Elbow Draw further west was not a gain.  
Smitherman said 381 acres was added…but like he said in the first proposal, he calculated about 53 to 55 
hundred acres. He said he would be willing to take this proposal to conservation if Scab Creek was 
wilderness. 
 
Smitherman suggested going back to what Dave and Bill presented last time 
Crosson asked 12 thousand acres? 
Smitherman replied roughly, maybe 13. Bell asked if that includes Teton. Smitherman said no, 13 thousand 
acres in Lake Mountain, 8 thousand acres in Scab Creek. 
Smutko asked for responses. 
Crosson said that fits what his constituents are asking for, and he would hope to see if Smitherman can 
come off a little, and Landers can come off a little.  
Landers asked Smitherman how much more wilderness he needs to see. Smitherman said he didn’t think his 
constituency can make that work.  
 
Crosson asked Lanning if his constituents are riding over to West Dell. Lanning said yes, there is quite a bit of 
riding in Dell Creek. Crosson asked if that meant Lanning doesn’t want to touch the north side. Lanning said 
what he is hearing from Smitherman, is that unless Scab Creek goes wilderness, whatever we do in Shoal 
will not give him what we wants. Crosson said he thought Scab was two part deal. 
Smitherman talking to Kevin even with original drawing, line across fall, Kevin wouldn’t anything across strip 
Crosson said he understand his concerns, but the reality is, what is the harm to Kevin if the committee goes 
all the way to Dell Creek. Smitherman said Steve Robertson told him yesterday he was fine with it, and he is 
¼ of the Hoback Grazing Assoc.  
Lanning said if he is being asked to give up more snow machine acreage, what are snow machiners getting 
out of it.  
Smitherman pointed to a version of the map with the thumb he offered to cut off yesterday, which drops 
down another 5-600 acres. Bell said the committee left if yesterday afternoon with Shoal Creek v. 4. 
Lanning said his constituency has been asked to give up more, and are getting nothing out of it. He said he 
doesn’t think that is reasonable. Something to offer. Again, entire package. If we were to extend narrow 
path, similar to what Smitherman proposed yesterday over to Main Dell Creek he would be willing to 
entertain that, but is not committed to it. Lanning said that whatever wilderness is added in Shoal is a net 
loss to snow community, and whatever the committee calls the rest of Shoal, he wants assurance in the 
stipulations that snow mobiling would continue. The language he would want is that snow mobiling can 
continue in areas outside wilderness, and he doesn’t want the travel management plan to be part of it. 
Smitherman said he didn’t know if they could legislate continued snow mobile use. Smutko asked if that was 
true, and what about the ‘84 wilderness act. Smitherman said he can find out. 
Smitherman said part of the 2012 Travel Management Plan required to develop OSV use maps. It doesn’t 
regulate use, but keeps snow machines out of wildlife critical habit for example. He said he was not sure 
they can legislate around the planning rule. He said he has no desire to kill snow mobiling.  



Smutko asked Lanning what snow mobiling language Lanning would like to see.   
Lanning responded “snow mobiling will be allowed in that area outside the wilderness”.  
 
Dell Creek Boundary Discussion 
Lanning expressed some concern about moving the boundary beyond Main Dell. He asked what the lands 
are like above the falls. Smitherman said it’s above tree line, there is a short bench, and in the 60’s there 
was horse trail, but it is eroded down. He said it is pretty vertical, but there is a couple hundred yards you 
can ride. He was not sure you can get with snow machine, he doesn’t think it gets everyday use. Lanning 
asked on the converse, what is the issue. If he shouldn’t be concerned because it doesn’t get everyday use, 
then what is Smitherman’s concern if it doesn’t get much use. Smitherman said he is trying to get 
wilderness, to protect as much of your use, while getting some for his purpose. Lanning said he was getting 
closer to a five. Smutko asked if he had a counter proposal. Lanning said he had his offer to Main Dell. 
Crosson asked how many acres there would be if the boundary went all the way to Dell Creek. 
Landers mentioned the thumb up on left West Dell. 
Lanning asked Smitherman in his proposal if the line being moved down was still below West Dell Falls. 
Crosson said he didn’t think you could get to Dell Falls, that it was rugged country. Henn said West Dell Falls 
is in the Wilderness. Lanning said it was Shoal Falls that is in the Wilderness. Henn said West Dell falls is over 
a mile into wilderness, according to the topo map. Lanning said he thought West Dell was in the WSA. Dan 
line yesterday just above west dell. Smitherman said West Dell Falls is already in the Wilderness. Lanning 
said he was willing to move the line to the east edge of Main Dell, but was concerned about running to 
county line.  Smutko asked if Lanning could entertain that proposal, drawing the line to Main Dell. 
 
Lanning said whatever we do with wilderness in Shoal Creek is a net loss to the snow machine community. 
Smitherman said there is protection from being litigated and losing it all together, Not a threat, certainty of 
access 
Lanning said he was adamant about language that snow machining be allowed. His concern was that people 
in the conservation community would attack the Travel Management Plan. He pointed out that the snow 
machine community was in this exact situation ’82-‘83 when the Gros Ventre Wilderness was being 
proposed. Strong lobbying was done by locals to retain snowmobiling in Toeside Basin, and the backside of 
Sawtooths, but they lost, and continue to see it as a huge loss.  
Lanning said if the proposal includes additional wilderness acreage in Shoal, and if the Mill Creek boundary 
is moved to Dell, he would like language that snow machine is allowed in the area outside wilderness. He 
asked Smitherman what the likelihood of the conservation community heavily lobbing congress to get that 
language changed. 
Smitherman said slim. He needs to take the proposal back to his constituency before the final vote. He said 
in the group of people he deals with, there is not an anti-snow mobile bias. He said he doesn’t represent all 
conservationists, so he can’t make promises. Smitherman said he will support and defend a 
recommendation from the committee before Congress.  
Crosson said there are so many groups out there, he was sure there will be attacks. He said that was the 
whole purpose of the committee coming up with good agreement, to beat back lobbyists.  
Smitherman said historically if major local and national groups are in support, if the county commissioners 
are in support, Barasso goes before the Natural Resources Committee, if WOC and TWS are in support, 
history says it will get passed. He said if we buy it here, there will be support at the national level. Mike c 
and I share three constituencies.  
 
Scab Creek Discussion 
Lanning asked if the committee should move on to Scab Creek.  



Smitherman commented there was a proposed boundary southeast of Main Dell Creek. Lanning clarified the 
east side of Main Dell. Smutko asked if the boundary line was drawn right down the creek. 
Lanning said there are some flats on the east side for snow machining.  
Smutko asked the committee to figure out where the boundary line was on that east side of Dell.  
Henn said he would export maps and send them to Lanning. Lanning said he trusted Mike Henn to look at 
aerial maps, the timbered areas and contour lines, and from that come up with a reasonable boundary on 
the east side of Dell Creek. Smutko asked if the east side of Main Dell line was the southern boundary. Bell 
noted there is some discrepancy on the southern boundary.  
 
Break 
 
Bill Lanning will draft that language he would like to see concerning snow mobile use. 
Coke Landers asked about the rest of the [Shoal] management area. Lanning said it would go to directed 
management. He said he would work with Dave Bell on that, if Bell was willing.  
 
Smutko suggested moving to Scab Creek, and asked Smitherman, given what was just on map, if there was 
room to move off full wilderness for Scab Creek. Smitherman said no. 
Steve asked for a show of hands on where the committee stands on full wilderness for Scab Creek.  
Mike Crosson asked how many acres of wilderness there is in the current proposal for Shoal Creek. 
Smitherman said less than 6 more but than 5 thousand acres. He said he cut off “the Thumb”, and what he 
added off Elbow Draw to Main Dell is about same. His map showed 54 hundred acres. Smitherman said 
what he sent Landers the previous night went farther up, 62 hundred acres to Mill Creek. Landers said that 
was in between West Dell and Main Dell. Smitherman said yesterday it was at 63 hundred, coming back off 
Dell to the other side of Main Dell. 
Lanning said he is willing to stick with his commitment to Mill Creek. Smitherman said even to Mill is less 
than a 1000 acres, and that is enough room to come to agreement in Shoal. Coke Landers said he couldn’t 
go to Mill Creek. Smitherman said there is decision space in Shoal.  
Smutko asked if everyone understood the boundary line. Henn said the boundary went to Mill Creek.  
Smutko asked if the number of acres was reduced. Smitherman said he thought there was decision space on 
Shoal, the committee could quibble about 200 acres, but the committee was in mostly agreement on 
management prescriptions, with some added language about snow mobile use being allowed to continue. 
Smitherman said if Scab is designated as Wilderness, he could take the whole proposal to conservation 
today, and have an answer Monday morning. Mike Smith asked what number he would vote. Smitherman 
said he’d be a two 
 
Strawpoll 

- Shoal map, plus or minus some acreage. Snow mobile language added. 
- Lake Mountain iron out, couple language bullets. Rock Creek ACEC,  legislatively or administratively 

run 
- Scab Creek wilderness 

 
Mike Smith asked about ACEC language, Smith said he prefers the administrative ACEC approach, that he 
won’t be a five, but probably a four, depending on the committee coming up with prescriptive language 
within boundaries of the ACEC. 
Smitherman said his understanding was the committee agreed yesterday that hard release language comes 
out. He said he wouldn’t vote a 5 for an administrative ACEC, but probably a 4. Henn said he would try to 
sell the package to his constituency as drawn, but could not go full W on Scab Creek. That would put him at 
a 5. 



 
Dan 2 
Bell 4 
Smith 3 
Crosson 3  
Coke 4 
Monte 3 
Bill 4 
 
Lanning expressed concern about semantics taking precedence over protecting areas. He still felt an NCA 
gives protection in perpetuity the same as Wilderness, yet allows flexibility, such as for chainsaws. 
 
Smith asked if the committee should take a similar vote, but with Scab as an NCA. 
 
Straw poll 
 
Henn 3 
Dan S 5 
Bell 2 
Smith 2 
Crosson 2 
Coke 3 
Bill 2 
 
Smutko asked if there was willingness to have some wilderness, or room for movement. 
 
Henn commented on the trails in Shoal, that they are not close to each other, and with the knowledge 
according to pilot that cheatgrass is on every south facing slope, made him question Wilderness designation. 
Henn said he was aware cheatgrass can be treated in wilderness, but he said it won’t happen. Henn said he 
would entertain it, but it would be a hard pitch to his constituents, that he would be asking the county to 
break or amend their land use plan. He said he is already stretching, but is willing to listen. He said an NCA 
has the protections of wilderness, but allows for chainsaws. 
Smutko asked Smitherman if he can sell anything but wilderness in Scab to continue. 
Smitherman said he didn’t think so. Smitherman asked, if we squared up Scab on the western edge, to allow 
for the cheatgrass treatment currently going on, release that to an NCA, and have the rest for wilderness, if 
that would change anyone’s vote. 
The committee looked at maps. 
Coke Landers said Donny Allen manages acreage up there. Landers said their concern is based on what 
happened to Hammons in OR, a burn on private property that went onto BLM land, which the family was 
thrown in jail for it. Allen’s concern was something like that happening. The Silver Creek boys, where they 
have trouble. What if we cut that line there? 
Smitherman asked if that was back to the 12 hundred acres Dave Bell proposed. Henn said if it wasn’t more 
than that, that he could pitch that.  
Smutko asked Mike Henn if he could pitch it. Henn said his point is that no one would be able to get back 
there, the trails wouldn’t be maintained. He is trying to preserve a central access point to the Bridger 
wilderness.  
Crosson asked if that trail could be cherry stemmed. Henn replied that hadn’t been pitched before, it could 
be cherry stemmed.  Henn continued that an NCA is essentially wilderness with chainsaw use to keep trails 



open, which is where Dan and him agree to disagree. Henn said the committee dropped hard and soft 
release language, and going back to what Lanning said, he asked the question we are doing to conserve 
land. Coke Landers noted that one of the trails the committee was talking about, he doesn’t even think is 
blazed. Landers said that is just the way cattle go. 
Lanning said whatever amount of wilderness in Scab Creek, remember excluding that area to open hunting 
use by non-residents, they are required to be guided. He said the committee would be removing that area 
from a segment of American public 
Smutko asked Crosson what he thought.  
Crosson said the majority of his constituency would be for it, that the majority of hunters are residents by 
far. As far as access to hunting, not sure how that plays out. He said he doesn’t see as a problem at all. 
There’s hunting, elk, but not much used by nonresidents, that it is rugged terrain. 
Lanning said that lower portion is hit heavy as elk come to the feed ground. Lines on Scab doesn’t matter to 
me, hung up on semantics 
 
Smutko asked Henn where is vote was. Henn said he was probably still a 5. He said he can’t personally or 
professionally get into this one, that trying to sell it to his constituents would be hard.  
Monte Skinner asked what if was left like it is? Henn said if it was managed like it is now, it would basically 
be an NCA, he would be a 3. Skinner said if the committee can’t meet agreement, he would be willing to left 
this like it is right now. 
 
Bill Lanning asked about leaving Scab as a WSA. He said he didn’t think it was a good decision, but it might 
give the committee the wiggle room needed. Crosson don’t think that would be final the result with Cheney.  
Smutko asked if there is legislative way to keep Scab as a WSA. Smitherman said the case was a little 
different for Scab, because a BLM WSA is not legislatively designated. It’s possible on the High Lakes, 
Palisades…but trying to legislate as WSA basically calling wilderness. Smutko said but it allows current uses.  
Smitherman said that was an option with some risk. 
Bill Lanning said he would like to withdraw that as a proposal. 
 
Straw Poll 
 
Henn 5 
Bell 4 feel better, cherry stem trail out somehow. Help a lot of things 
Smith 3 
Crosson 2. He said he voted a two because this is a proposal everyone gains. He hopes Henn can sell it and 
conservation needs to give. Henn said if we don’t come to an agreement, he’s going to advocate for his 
constituency. He thinks this is good, and avoids risk down the road.  
Coke 3 
Month 2 
Lanning 4. Lanning said he wanted to reiterate that overall, snow machine access loses however we go. 
 
Henn clarified the yellow on the map indicated NCA…and said if the committee proposed cherry stemming 
all the stuff not in the 38 hundred acre polygon, it might change his number. Cherry stem trails to scab lake, 
to Divide Lake, and soft release everything not within that 38 hundred acre polygon. 
 
Straw poll  
Dan puts me at 5 
Henn 3.75 
Bell 4 



Smith 3 
Crosson 3 
Coke 2 
Monty 2 
Bill 4 
 
Henn pointed out the committee just flip flopped. Smutko said the committee might be at an impasse. 
Smitherman said he was ready to write his letter. Smutko asked what an impasse on Scab meant for the 
other two areas. The committee could put in two consensus recommendations, one as not. Or otherwise a 
five here carries a five across the package. Coke Landers said he was game for doing them separately, that 
there was nothing binding in the charter.  
 
Break 
 
A proposal was made to redraw the boundary line on Scab, cut off the bottom, making it an NCA, and 
designating everything north as wilderness. 
Landers asked about cherry stemming. 
There was a question about cherry stemming, and if it was worth dividing the landscape.  
Landers suggested putting a 50 foot buffer each side of the trail. Bell said so that doesn’t affect anything 
except you can clear it easier. 
Smitherman said he was at a 4 today, but would take it back and push it. Lanning’s NCA protections were 
important.  
Landers said with the cherry stemmed trail, he could pitch it. Henn said he would pitch it, that the hardest 
part would be modifying land use plan, but he can pitch it. Smitherman said it was interesting the 
Conservation District won’t entertain the idea of Wilderness, that it almost seemed like a conflict of interest 
to him. Henn replied the Conservation District said they will entertain it, and he’d pitch it. He said he thinks 
they might not bend, but if the bottom is released back to the RMP, they might bend more easily. Right 
now, it’s basically managed the same, except the bottom area, and trails allow chainsaws.  
Smutko said so it is the W word. Smitherman asked so the whole thing is an NCA? 
Smutko asked if the NCA might have been some movement. 
Smitherman said if it is an NCA he is 5. 
Henn La Barge Creek so, NCA, La Barge north to Dead Soda would be wilderness. 
 
Smutko suggested a vote. Smitherman clarified that this vote was for the southern part as an NCA. Bell 
added that the Scab Lake trail and Bridger access would get cherry stemmed. Henn said the Scab Lake trail is 
kind of in the middle, and ties into the forest trail. Smitherman asked about where the Scab Lake trail ends 
up. Henn said it drops straight down.  
Smitherman said he doesn’t think there would be a problem with managing Scab Lake trail. He said he’d 
vote a 4, but it would be hard to sell. Henn asked to congress or to his constituency? Smitherman said both. 
Henn I can say a 4, but if I can’t sell the recommendation [to the conservation district] it would be a 5 or a 
4.5. He said from an ecological standpoint, he can’t pitch it at all. Spraying cheatgrass would be low on the 
priority on list, and he’d be surprised if the county would pay to spray it.  
 
Henn said his middle ground was the NCA. He said he’s come to feel he made his way 95 yards across 
football field, and hasn’t been met at the five yard line.  
 
Straw poll 
Smitherman?  



Bell 3 
Smith 3 
Crosson 3 
Coke 3 
Monty 3 
Lanning 4 
 
Smith said the way we just voted, there is no clear five. If we have one five, but better scores overall, it 
becomes a choice between the two people voting fives. Put package together as discussed, outline by 
Smitherman. We have a three 4’s. Smith pointed out that when the recommendation was for Scab Creek as 
an NCA, everyone was a two except for Smitherman. Bell said if Mike Henn votes a five, the scores are on 
average higher if we use Dan’s five. Crosson said if anyone is a at a five, he’d change his numbers. Smith said 
there are technically zero fives. Henn said he’ll know next week.  
Smutko mentioned procedure, that these packages being discussed and voted on will be written up, so the 
BCC will know where people were. If there is a five, it is a non-consensus outcome. That BCC has to decide 
what to do. Crosson said everyone can submit independent facts, that he doesn’t want the façade it is some 
kind or recommendation.  
Smutko said we don’t have a five yet, but a contingent four…if Mike Henn cannot sell it to the Conservation 
District, the committee need to discuss what happens next.  
Smitherman asked Henn if the Conservation District says no wilderness for Scab, the committee needs to 
know what they feel about Shoal Creek. Henn replied can’t speak for the board, but said he can sell [Shoal] 
better, but implementation for invasive species …he cannot. He said Dee Morris is going to spend thousands 
of dollars spraying his private property, that it would be a waste of taxpayer dollars. Smutko said so you’re 
basically a five. Henn said the surrounding federal and private property is going to be the agency priority.  
Smutko asked under what circumstances would he agree to it. Henn replied he don’t know, that the 
Conservation District is the decision-making body. Henn listed members, Milford Lockwood, Megan Smith, 
Landers said he can explain the logging potential is nil, and try to pitch it.  
Bell asked if the committee falls back to leaving Scab as a WSA, they were still in consensus about the other 
two WSAs. 
 
Lake Mountain Discussion 
Smutko said we need to finish discussion on Lake Mountain. 
Smitherman said we need to make a decision on the ACEC for Rock Creek. He said typically in directive 
management language, you don’t direct the things permitted, just what is prohibited, with the exception of 
grazing language.  
Smith read in the Obermueller letter there are two types of release, and he wanted to know the group 
decision. Smitherman said in terms of directive management, the concept of hard release is basically the 
same. 
Smith said so release with directive management. Smitherman asked about livestock AMPs in the West Lake 
Management area. Bell noted the language should say something like “livestock will graze at current 
permitted levels…” . Smitherman noted the way the grazing stipulation was written was open ended, and 
conflicted with the first bullet.  
Edits were made to the Lake Mountain language. 
Lanning said those existing two tracks in the area are open to ORV/ATV use, in accordance with the BLM 
travel management plan. He requested language to specify existing two tracks stay open to motorized use.  
Henn commented on wildlife restrictions consistent with the Travel Management plan, #2 bullet 1.  



Smutko asked what the hang up was. Smitherman said opening up the area to motorized/mechanized 
travel. Lanning said it was a re-opening, that it was open to that prior to being a WSA. He said the BLM 
recommendation was not to not make it wilderness. He mentioned a road off Long Hollow. 
Smitherman said the BLM might make Travel Management Plan that would hose that.  
Lanning said the spur roads up there might get closed off, it needs to be kicked to the Travel Management 
Plan process. 
 
Smutko directed the committee’s attention back to the ACEC. 
Smitherman said the committee didn’t talk about forest management stuff. He asked what they are 
proposing with grazing. Were there limits on vegetation manipulation or water development? It was 
proposed last time we take out temporary roads and apply use language in the Roadless Rule that allows for 
vegetation treatments and mitigation. Smutko asked if there was a practical difference. Smitherman said 
yes, in limits.  Forest management and construction of temporary roads.  
Lanning mentioned the probability of devastating wildlife and commercial thinning. He said one thing to 
consider is all those timbered slopes in Lake Mountain, downslope on deadline ridge, natural gas fields. He 
said it was important to manage those forested stands in Lake Mountain to the extent possible.  
Crosson asked if the committee even needed to address that if it was not Wilderness. Smitherman reads 
timber language, and said what the committee had done was soft released it. We can sell timber, ride on 
roads… 
Henn said if timber is not marketed for commercial use, you can sell for it forest health. Timber infected 
with gypsy moth for example, you could sell as commercial sale to remove diseased problem, and not say it 
is commercial say. The purpose is to improve or maintain forest health 
Smutko said he didn’t see the practical difference.  Smitherman said if the only prohibition is oil and gas, and 
mineral leasing, that there was nothing in here that keeps the BLM from doing whatever they want to. 
Smutko was trying to figure out what Smitherman was hung up on.   
Dan [wanted to see language] no commercial timber, or clear cutting or road building. It is a WSA, there are 
currently a lot of prohibitions. 
Smutko asked about language concerning taking out small diameter timber. Lanning said the most practical 
and efficient way to maintain forest health is some kind of management in forest stands, and commercial 
timber sale is the most efficient. It doesn’t have to be clear cut, just partial cutting and thinning. Henn said if 
there are no roads, they’ll just burn it. Smitherman said those terms are general.  
Steve asked so that doesn’t work for you? 
Henn commented that with the removal of commercial thinning and sales the BLM has to pay someone to 
cut down and burn the trees. Lanning said cutting and burning was wasting the resource. Crosson said fire is 
necessary for forest health. Lanning said what we have is condition where white man has diligently been 
putting fires out, creating an artificial forest condition.  
Steve asked about the purpose of forest management practices…Henn calls it forest health.  Smitherman 
said so just release it. 
Steve what is the functional difference? Dan Smitherman said Henn wants no limits. 
Henn said if we put limits on it, only implied when forest health, a trigger is meant to require human action, 
for example to mitigate disease, not open it up. Lanning said the they were getting into a semantics issue. 
Smutko said he didn’t see the difference.  
Henn said he liked it as written. Smutko said we are dealing with clarity of language. Lanning said the intent 
is not to open area to widespread logging. Henn suggested language for mitigating disease and fires. Smith 
added say commercial logging is prohibited unless forest management practices require it, that tells the 
land manager it won’t occur wholesale. Smitherman said at this point he was okay with that.  
 



Smith commented that he’ll have trouble attending additional meetings. He said if the committee is done 
today, he could come to a public meeting next month or something, but didn’t want to create an unrealistic 
expectation. He realized the group dynamic is important, but can’t commit forever and all time. Smith said 
wanted to clarify that.  
 
Bell asked if the committee could attend a Conservation District board meeting , talk to board and explain 
why the committee is going a specific direction. Henn replied if the committee wants to come and relay 
ideas as a group, that’s always an option. Smutko said that was great idea, when a compromise becomes a 
hard sell the committee can help each other sell to their constituencies.  
 
Lanning asked how much more was left on Lake Mountain. 
Smutko asked if the construction of temporary roads language stays in. Smitherman said the way it is 
written now, I can bring in a pickup truck or tractor in, fill it up with moss rock and go. Henn argued that was 
wrong. The BLM has to issue you a permit with a set of conditions. He argued Smitherman was taking it to 
the extreme. Lanning said he agreed with that, that whatever happens requires environmental assessment.  
Smith asked if there was any reason to have a list of what is allowed. “Allow limited commercial timber 
harvest” was suggested, and leaving it at that.  
Smitherman said he was not being difficult, it was simpler to release it, and have it be part of the RMP 
process. He said he’d be a four. Soft release would be hard to sell.  
Smutko asked if in order to withdraw Lake Mountain from oil and gas…does have to remain a WLMMA, so 
it’s not a release. Bill Lanning said oil and gas can be RMP leasing which has more difficult mineral entry 
withdrawal. Smutko said so it remains West Lake Mountain Management Area.  
Lanning clarified it all goes back to the RMP process except for oil and gas leasing, and withdrawal. As long 
as everybody understands that. It doesn’t effect salable leasable minerals, just locatable. Leasing stays 
prohibited and locatable is withdrawn from mineral entry. Smitherman said so allow salable and nothing 
else. Lanning replied yes. 
 
Steve Smutko asked if the committee decided if the ACEC stays an ACEC or is designated Rock Creek NCA. 
Coke Landers said he thought the question was whether we make the ACEC administrative or legislative. 
Smitherman asked a question to Landers and Henn, if the issue was designating something, or if the issue 
was the difference in legislative or admin?  Smith said he preferred the ACEC approach, and a separate 
public process. That was preferable to the committee going through this list and splitting hairs on language.  
Henn said Rock Creek is released to RMP management, it is already identified as ACEC…now start process to 
write management plan. Smitherman said or do away with it 
Smith said he fully supports language to protect it. Henn suggested mandating a management plan to be 
developed under the ACEC that has been identified. Lanning said that would include withdrawal from 
locatable mineral entry.  
Crosson said his constituency has given up a lot in Rock Creek, partly releasing critical moose range. He said 
he wants something more than submitting to the winds of the agencies. Smitherman said there were no 
fives on the NCA, and he was also reluctant to trust agencies, and there is moose habitat the committee 
hasn’t talked about.  
Landers said he would prefer to go with the ACEC, because what if something happens 30 years down the 
road, and the fish disappears. Smitherman replied then legislatively undo it. Landers said that was his reason 
he wants it to stay administrative. Landers said he felt something congressionally mandated tied the hands 
of those making decisions in the future. Bell said that was the argument that flipped him, and with as much 
attention as [the ACEC] has gotten…it isn’t going to get forgotten. Crosson said he doens’t trust agencies to 
do right thing all the time 



Steve said there is a quandary because no one is at five…I don’t know what logic is going to prevail. Both 
speculative. Smitherman said to an extent, the ACEC route basically released all of Lake Mountain to the 
RMP. It is basically, a release. Smutko said except for oil and gas. Lanning said it would be consistent with 
agency recommendations. Smitherman said which are not valid. 
 
Henn said with the NCA designation he’d stay a four and write a letter. He assumed if they stick with an 
ACEC Mike and Dan would write a letter. He asked who the committee wants to write a letter. Steve Smutko 
asked if that was punting to county commissioners. Henn said he was at a four, but was not going to stop it. 
He said he would give his reasons he feels the NCA is an over protection. 
Steve asked what gets forwarded. 
Smitherman said with full release he would go from a four to a five, and  his reason why, when [TWS?] 
wrote the ACEC proposal for the Hoback to Red Desert migration, the BLM threw in trashcan. Smith said 
that was not an existing plan, it was a proposal. 
 
Bell if it means risk of losing consensus, I would support the NCA. He said he doesn’t want to risk Dan going 
to a five. He said consensus was more important to him at this point. 
 
Coke Landers asked where would the boundaries be.  Henn pointed on a map, and says it slops over the 
ridge line. Lanning says that lands outside the watershed, not a logical boundary. The map they used went 
with ACEC description, close to the crest of watershed. Henn noted getting clarification from the BLM on the 
ACEC boundary flows road. Lanning said he thinks it got changed, and is now on the WSA boundary. Henn 
said La Barge (spelling??) is the boundary.  
Smutko asked what was the will of group, the watershed boundary? Henn as proposed in the RMP, it is the 
road boundary.  
 
Steve Smutko said so an NCA or ACEC…Dave Bell said to go with the NCA.  
Smitherman summarized where the proposal is.  

- Shoal Creek Wilderness form somewhere right of main dell to wilderness boundary, jack basis above 
trial, rest released back to management area with the prescriptions the committee talked about.  

- Scab Creek, cut bottom half next to Silver Ranch, rest wilderness cherry stem two trials.  
- Lake Mountain thumb released, ACEC becomes NCA. West Lake Management released to RMP 

minus minerals.  
 
Strawpoll 
Dan 4 
Henn 4 (because ill pitch it)  
Bell 2 
Smith 3 
Crosson 3 
Coke 3 
Monte 2 
Bill 3 
 
Public Comment 
 
Jocelyn Moore, public. Moore said she keeps hearing Lanning say his group is losing. She looked on Sublette 
websites, and Gros Ventre has 100 miles of snow mobiles, over 1000 miles for motorized use. She asked if 
they not already inside WSAs, what are they losing? Second, commissioner Bousman, through custom and 



culture, set up beliefs about the way we are and land use, and the county custom and culture was to have 
these WSAs treated as wilderness. Protected as wilderness. Haven’t we established precedent, prescriptive 
right? Some have been treated as WSAs for two-three decades.. That probably says they are wilderness. Is 
the term as important as the usage?  
 
Bill Lanning responded, on latter, part of reason the WSAs have been in limbo for 2-3 decades, did not 
follow up on agency process. Snow machine use in Shoal creek, 1984 passed WY Wilderness Act, it also 
included language allow snow machine  to continue in Shoal, palisades. Lanning said his argument that snow 
machiners are losing, allowed to use 32 thou acres in shoal for snow mobiling, we are whittling down some. 
It is a net loss to snow machine community. There are a lot of trails, a lot of snow mobiles really enjoy the 
cross country aspect. There is a net loss to snow machine constituency.  
 
Mary Jones my main thing, on ACEC vs NCA for Rock Creek. Jones said the [BLM] had success with the ACEC 
with an interdisciplinary team. She said if you congressionally mandate management, you are not going to 
get interdisciplinary team writing the management plan. 
 
Smitherman said the NCA requires an agency team to write the management plan, that the NCA is not 
organic like Wilderness. It doesn’t direct congress to write management plan. 
Mary Jones asked so your concern is the agency will not write the management plan. Smitherman said the 
concern is whether that will be protected or not. Mary Jones said to have them write a goal so know what 
they are protecting. 
 
Joy Ufford said notebook aside, she would like to see the committee all take a ten minute break and decide 
if they are really happy. Feeling on last vote two 4, three 3, couple 2. Not an overwhelming. She said it 
doesn’t show her you are ready to back it. 
 
Crosson said it was not possible to have more than twos, that when votes are in the 2-4 range the process 
worked, if you’re in the middle you succeeded.  
Smitherman asked what is the process to come back and decide if move forward or not. 
Steve Smutko said it will be forwarded to BCC. Smitherman said he thought we had to take back to our 
constituencies. Smutko asked how much time the committee wants to give themselves.  
Henn will pitch it to the Conservation District April 19th. Dan Smitherman said the draft approved by the 
committee is needed by April 18. Henn said it can wait until Thursday. Steve Smutko said he will write up 
and distribute a copy of the recommendation to review and accept.  
Smitherman asked who was going to attend the Conservation District meeting. Henn said the meeting is the 
19th at 6PM. Smitherman said we still have to present the recommendation to BOCC and then defend it to 
the public. Smith said there is a bigger question about what to do at the next meeting if someone comes 
back with a ‘five’.  
 
The committee decided to hold the May 2 date.  
Smitherman said even if the recommendation goes forward, it’s not end of committee. The committee will 
have to support it for the next three years.  
Henn noted that after the recommendations goes to BOCC, the committee chairs have a commitment to 
ride the recommendation to DC. Smitherman said fair, but everyone has to sell it to their constituents. 
 
1:44 meeting adjourned.  
 

 



 
Next Meeting  
May 2, 2018 
6-9PM 
County Weed and Pest 
Pinedale, WY 
 

 


